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Premier trencher attachments are engineered to utilize the power of the host equipment most efficiently, turning it into a high performance trenching

machine. We offer a wide variety of torque and speed combinations as well as teeth and chain options sure to meet every need. At Premier, providing

exceptional service is our highest priority, and we offer the best lead times in the industry. No matter how unique a trenching application may be,

Premier is ready to provide the customer with a viable solution for the task when it is needed.

 
Premier trencher attachments ship already assembled and ready to take on the toughest jobs. Our trenchers employ a heavy duty planetary drive

system that eliminates chain reduction. Most of our competition uses a chain and sprocket reduction or a direct drive system. Chain and sprocket

reduction requires more maintenance and is not as dependable. Direct drive systems put all the load and stress directly on the hydraulic motor, a

design that typically leads to premature motor failure. Premier trenchers also come equipped with replaceable spoil augers, which will mound most of

the spoil to one side of the trench, and a built-in skid shoe to provide proper auger depth control. Manual side shift allows for closer trenching to

structures, and a heavy duty crumber shoe tool takes care of loose soil removal.

T150Model
15-20GPM Range
12”Max Rec. Trench Width
4'Max Rec. Trench Depth
Heavy DutyApplication
T250Model
20-30GPM Range
12”Max Rec. Trench Width
4'Max Rec. Trench Depth
Heavy DutyApplication
T350Model
30-45GPM Range
12”Max Rec. Trench Width
5'Max Rec. Trench Depth
Heavy DutyApplication
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Premier trencher attachments are engineered for exceptional visibility and structural strength. We take great pride in the quality and reliability of our

products, but we don’t rely on reputation alone to prove Premier trenchers are the best available. We also offer the most comprehensive warranties in

the industry, covering the motor and planetary drive system for two years and the frame itself for one year. Best of all, we stand behind every quality

statement we make with a 100% satisfaction guarantee. Our trenchers will get the job done right or we will make it right.

View Premier’s complete line of trenchers in our trenchers catalog. (PDF 337 KB)

Products

Earth Augers

Pallet Forks

Bale Spears

Bale Grabbers

Snow Plows

 

Dirt and clay soilsGround Type
XStd. Cup Tooth Chain
 70/30 Scorpion Tooth Chain
 50/50 Shark Tooth Chain
 50/50 Bullet Tooth Chain

Dirt and clay soils with some small and fracturable rockGround Type
XStd. Cup Tooth Chain
X70/30 Scorpion Tooth Chain
 50/50 Shark Tooth Chain
 50/50 Bullet Tooth Chain

Frozen dirt and clay soils with some small and fracturable rockGround Type
 Std. Cup Tooth Chain
X70/30 Scorpion Tooth Chain
X50/50 Shark Tooth Chain
X50/50 Bullet Tooth Chain

Dirt and clay soils with high percentage of fracturable rockGround Type
 Std. Cup Tooth Chain
 70/30 Scorpion Tooth Chain
X50/50 Shark Tooth Chain
X50/50 Bullet Tooth Chain

Dry and/or highly compacted soils with some rockGround Type
 Std. Cup Tooth Chain
X70/30 Scorpion Tooth Chain
X50/50 Shark Tooth Chain
 50/50 Bullet Tooth Chain

Frozen soils with high percentage of rockGround Type
 Std. Cup Tooth Chain
 70/30 Scorpion Tooth Chain
X50/50 Shark Tooth Chain
X50/50 Bullet Tooth Chain

Trenchers

Premier hydraulic augers are our first call when we need a specialized drive motor or auger that Bobcat does not
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Monday 7:30AM - 4:30PM ET
Tuesday 7:30AM - 4:30PM ET
Wednesday 7:30AM - 4:30PM ET
Thursday 7:30AM - 4:30PM ET
Friday 7:30AM - 4:30PM ET
Saturday Closed
Sunday Closed

PREMIER AUGER

2707 Lofty Drive 

Fort Wayne, IN 46808

TOLL FREE: 866-458-0008 

TEL: 260-456-8518 

FAX: 260-456-6868
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make. The drive units we have used are extremely ...

- REED ELMORE  /  WILLIAMS EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLY

VIEW MORE TESTIMONIALS 

Connect with us on 
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